TOPIC: Using the Idea Diagram

INTRODUCTION:
The idea diagram is one of the most useful of The Deshler strategies.

CONCLUSION:
The idea diagram can be used across content areas in a variety of ways.

SUBTOPICS:

Extracting Information
- from texts
- from AV
- from lectures
- all content areas
- library

Writing Creatively
- paragraphs
- essays
- stories
- sentences
- after mapping
- marks for use

Studying for Quizzes & Tests
- note-taking
- use trigger words
- partners
- cueing
- after mapping
- marks for use

Working Independently
- forces paraphrasing
- thinking
- organization
- change formats
INTRODUCTION:
As far back as recorded history goes, People have lived in fear of earthquakes.

CONCLUSION:
Today we know a great deal more about earthquakes, however, we are still unable to prevent them.